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0 of 0 review helpful Two Strikes By BanannaSlug Really it s hard to attach stars since like most novels some aspects 
are quite well done and others not First Although Collins legal consultants were top notch her discription of the trial is 
rife with errors and improbabilities As long as the reader doesn t expect a non lawyer to get it right s he may not mind 
Just take my word that Collins may have consulted The murder was ugly The killer was sure no one saw him Someone 
did In a horrifying vision Chelsea Adams has relived the victim s last moments But who will believe it Certainly not 
the police who must rely on hard evidence Nor her husband who barely tolerates Chelsea s newfound Christian faith 
Besides he s about to hire the man whom Chelsea is certain is the killer to be a vice president in hi From Publishers 
Weekly Collins a general market crime author turned CBA novelist pens a chilling tale of suspense that makes a 
worthy contribution to the sparse genre of Christian mystery fiction Chelsea Adams has the gift of visions often falling 
into a 
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